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John Evelyn’s Letterbooks were written from 1645 to 1698. The original manuscripts in
the British Library are bound in two folios (BL Add MSS 78298/99). They have been
relatively little used, and were not properly available for De Beer’s edition of Evelyn’s
Diary (xix). Printed in their entirety for the first time, the 810 chronologically arranged
and renumbered letters come with a full scholarly apparatus, without modernization,
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including erasures and carrying an extensive index. The whole is prefaced by a helpful
introduction by David Galbraith. This labor of scholarly love, initially the project of
Douglas Chambers, was not aided by the checkered history of the folios, by Evelyn’s
hand and his shifting between the Gregorian and Julian calendars. The edition was also
delayed by a disastrous fire consuming much additional material (x). This phoenix from
the ashes is to be welcomed without qualification: the volumes flesh out the range of
interests explored in Evelyn’s published works. There are rich seams of reflection on
politics, religion, theology, horticulture, the fine arts, architecture, language and
translation, book collecting, and libraries. More broadly, the letters further evidence
Evelyn’s place in his world. As a founding member of the Royal Society, he was a pivotal
figure in the English republic of letters. He was also well connected at court.
Consequently, The Letterbooks provide a great resource for seventeenth-century studies.
As the introduction points out, they complement theDiary, but in no straightforward
fashion. Less than a single work, they are far more than the personal copies of what
Evelyn wrote to others: he adjusted, edited, and arranged. Some may not have been sent
(for example, letters 597, 403, 762), and he provided an index intended for more than
his own convenience. Galbraith acknowledges that the character of the letters is mixed,
for in the seventeenth century the letter could be the utilitarian note, intended only for
the recipient; it could be the epistle for a wider audience that might be designed for print.
The sparse surviving correspondence of Hobbes comes close to the first extreme, that of
Locke to the other. These letters are arrayed between them, but even the briefest direct
and personal communications, such as those to Evelyn’s wife, help provide a thread of
coherence. Galbraith suggests that the letters concerned “self-fashioning,” the
“construction of the self” (xxvi). In Evelyn’s world the word self hardly functioned as
the moral or individualizing abstraction it has become. Nevertheless, he was involved in
presenting a persona, bequeathing an image appropriate for a gentleman’s family,
enrichment to the escutcheon. As befitted the diversity of responsibilities the landed
gentry might have, the qualities to be cultivated and displayed are multiple. Evelyn
reveals them in writing, through his consideration, graciousness, liberality of spirit,
discrimination of judgment, and, though more rarely, through direct instruction. Thus,
writing to his son John (letters 381, 405) in the conventional style of an advising or
admonishing father, Evelyn reminds him of the virtues he should strive to practice.
Identity embraced conduct becoming to an honorable name.
But Evelyn was much more than a gentleman; he was a humane one, a cultivator of
gardens, scholarship, and learning. He could see himself as a philosopher, a more fitting
term than the modernizing appellation intellectual. His interests spanned aesthetics and
natural, experimental, and moral philosophy. He was theologically literate. Scattered
through the letters there are remarks and passages in the idioms of Montaigne and Bacon
on truth and uncertainty, words and things, and the importance of civility among
philosophers (letter 795). He shows an awareness of the changing nature of the virtues
necessary to be a philosopher. As he is quoted (xlviii–xlix), until about 1648 innovation
in learning would have been considered presumptuous, but the wisdom of antiquity has
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in some areas been superseded. It was a point he made firmly though courteously to that
champion of anciennite William Wootton (letter 773), presaging an uncivil outbreak of
the battle between ancients and moderns. This might suggest some affinity with Hobbes,
the archetypal modern and advocate of philosophic innovation. He and Evelyn had been
on cordial terms when in Paris in 1651 (letter 332, note), but innovation in religion was
another matter. Evelyn became increasingly hostile to Hobbes, whom he helped keep
from the Royal Society, and to all “the men ofMalmesburie” (letter 628), though he had
more respect for that other voice of philosophic innovation, Descartes. On the evidence
of these volumes alone, Evelyn’s Montaignesque self-image and Lucianic distaste for the
“prolix beard” that lets someone “passe . . . for a philosopher” (letter 619) would greatly
repay further exploration.
More broadly, we do get a clear sense that Evelyn’s views and values were neither
fixed nor stereotypical. Always committed to the monarchy and to the more
ceremonial wing of the English Church, he was nevertheless in close and
sympathetic contact with Robert Boyle, and sponsored the combustible Low
Church scholar Richard Bentley (letter 804), soon to be pilloried by the Tory wits
for his presumptuous modernity. Evelyn also came to believe that “sober Dissenters”
should be indulged by the established church (letter 597). Reluctantly he supported
the revolution of 1688–89, believing that James’s conduct had made it inevitable. Yet
he remained on the most intimate terms with Samuel Pepys (letter 776), who retained
strong sympathies for James.
The introduction suggests that Evelyn is best seen as a mediator, and certainly much
of the correspondence is taken up with brokering and recommending; but mediation is
an insufficiently discriminating notion in that letters by their nature are likely to mediate
something. Even those most directive and intervening mediate views he wants to be
considered. Recommendations for the settlement of the country after James II’s exit are
additionally about political mediation (letter 597). Among the most interesting of such
directive epistles is a previously published one to Sir Peter Wiche, chair of the Royal
Society’s committee on the reform of English (letter 247). In twelve succinct points
Evelyn itemizes the considerations. He shows a balanced appreciation for the
complexities of the issues involved; languages and dialects within them change and
enrich each other, but always at a risk to effectiveness in communication and integrity.
The index has a substantial entry on such matters, though the subentry for pages 622–23
is erroneous. There is a separate entry for “words” and a glossary including some delicious
obsolete and nonce words. Evelyn’s own symbolically important linguistic competence is
evidenced in two ways: in his giving some priority to his Latin letters, and including ones
in “the politer modern Languages Italian, Spanish, French” (letter 665) and German (his
Greek is occasionally displayed in others). They show him as a man of both classical and
modern learning. All are translated, but as it is noted, the greatest difficulties lie with
translating from Spanish and German, languages with which Evelyn was not assured.
The editors also point to the rhetorical dexterity he clearly considered vital (letter 247);
this too expresses the decorum essential to a humane gentleman (letter 665).
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These volumes constitute a monument hung up for posterity; it is now properly
displayed, and its use will be a fitting appreciation of an impressive achievement. The
editors deserve a great deal of it.
CONAL CONDREN, Univ e r s i t y o f Que en s l and
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